To secure a meeting time, register on our Calendly.

Office Hours

Saara
Tue 10-130, 430-7pm
or sarahj21@uw.edu
for appointment

Jas
only by appointment
jjharcum@uw.edu
JAS:

My pronouns are she/her/hers and they/them/theirs, interchangeably. I am a Black and Indigenous first generation student in the Masters of Social Work program and one of the graduate staff here at the Q Center. I am excited to connect with the QT BIPOC community in and around the university to share space, joy, frustrations, and hopes as we navigate what it means to be our whole selves, to be in community, and to persevere in the ever-shifting world around us.

SAARA:

Saara is a multi-lingual, non-binary Muslim femme with a learning disability, whose work is rooted in accessibility and justice. Saara is a Masters of Social Work student and a LEAH fellow with Seattle Children’s Ado Clinic and In the past, Saara has been invited by Gender Odyssey, the Edmond’s School District, GLSEN’s 2021 LGBTQ+ Youth Leadership Conference, Young Women Empowered, and local community colleges. They speak on their organization Noor, reduction of isolation, community building and Trans validation.

WHAT WE DO:

SAARA:

WHAT WE DO:

COLOORMODE

A emotional support and discussion group that empowers students of color who identify anywhere on the gender and sexuality spectrum. We meet on Fridays at 5pm - zoom link. We do close 15 minutes after the start of the session to respect disclosure privacies.

TRANS FEMME of COLOR COHORT

Or TFCC, is a leadership and support group for BIPOC who identify as trans feminine. Once a core leadership team has been formed, both GCACs will provide full autonomy to them at that time.

LEADS

Leadership Education and Development Series will air 10 minute segments on the Q Center instagram page. Saara hosts these series as an informal discussion with leaders from UW and the community.

RSO & AFFILIATE LIST

We want to know about safe spaces and contacts specifically for students of marginalized identities to comfortably navigate UW. Collaborations with RSOs are in an effort to reduce isolation and build cohesion as a campus.

RESEARCH REPOSITORY

Jas heads our research repository which is home to links for therapy, community events, social justice, and much more.